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Introduction
It is critical that you have a clear picture of the person you want to
sell to.
A solid buyer persoana is as simple as putting together a collection
of the most common traits you find among yoru clients

Demographic Characteristics
Most Common Needs
Pain Points
Buyer behavior traits
Psychographics
The only real way to create a TRUE buyer persona or avatar is to
make sure you have RESEARCHED your customer base.
This workbook is engineered to help you identify characteristics
essential to your buyer persona creation process.
Pro Tip:
1. If you are a new business you should repeat this process every
six months for the first 3 years to ensure you continue to hit your
target market.
2. You will use the information you gather here to determine
targeting for Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pintrest, & Twitter
Ads.
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HOW TO USE THIS WORKBOOK
Complete these Worksheets In Full To Have a
Complete buyer persona Profile

THIS WORKBOOK IS DIVIDED
INTO 3 MAIN SECTIONS.
Defining Your Demographic Characteristics
Buyer Behavior Traits
Buyer Persona Profile Sheet

It is finally time to get real results from your marketing
efforts.
This workbook and the worksheets contained witin, will
help you collect Lazer-Focused information about what
drives, motivates and inspires your customers.

SECTION 1: DEFINE BUYER NEEDS
Move over...the buyer is in control!!!
Gone are the days only relied on companies to provide
the key information they need for their buying decisions,
such as product specs, pricing and ROI.
This information is now literally at their fingertips, readily
available through websites, relevant content, review
sites, and word of mouth.

Exercise 1
List as many needs, problems and challenges your
customers might have.
Examples:
1. Functionality
2. Price
3. Convenience
4. Design
5. Reliability
6. Performance
7. Efficiency
8.Compatibility

9. Empathy
10 Fairness
11. transparency
12. Control
13. Options
14. Information

PRO TIP: Don't Confuse needs with Pain
Points that your customer experiences.
We will get to that later. :O)

NEEDS:

SECTION 2. DEMOGRAPHIC
CHARACTERISTIC
Bragging rights! I know exactly who my
customer is!!
Understanding and identify your customers’ MOST
COMMON demographic attributes is fundamental in
knowing where they shop, how they shop and who they
shop with..

Fill out the demographics below.

Gender

Age

Race/Ethnicity

Job Title

Income

Languages

Relationship Status

Other Info

SECTION 3. WHAT DRIVES, MOTIVATES &
INSPIRES
Psychographic Attributes determine where you market,
what types of content to create, and essentially how you
will find your ideal client.s online so that you know
EXACTLY where to place your advertisements.

Fill psychographic attributes below.
What Brands Do They
Love?

What Websites do they
visit?

What Hobbies Do They
Love?

What Are Their
Aspirations?

Are They Tech Savvy?

Who or what influences
buying choices?

SECTION 4. Understanding Your Ideal
Client vs Who You Currently Work With
Your current clients may not fully represent what your
ideal clients look like.
A major part of the buyer persona creation process is
looking for similarities among your current customers.
Based on the information collected in previous section,
list the most common:

Needs

Demographics

Psychographics

